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Example: estimated uncertainty on the total signal 
strength μ for all Higgs final states in the different 
experimental categories used in the combination, 
assuming a SM Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV 

Hashed areas show the impact of 
theory uncertainties

NNLO Les Houches 2013 wishlist 
includes processes with Higgs, vector 
bosons, heavy quarks and jets

Introduction
The need for precise predictions to a variety of SM 
benchmark processes has been widely emphasised
in the high-energy physics community.

higher precision → NNLO

All vector-boson pair processes are on the Les Houches NNLO wishlist 2013

Higgs measurements vector-boson pair measurements

Diboson production at the LHC: rates
I Important LHC physics program

Discrepancies in rates/distributions æ direct signs of new physicsI

Small deviations æ direct access to anomalous couplings (EFT)I

I Important background to Higgs physics
I Data from both experiments at 7 and 8 TeV:

R
L dt

[fb

�1
]

Reference

– �fid

(ZZ

⇤ ! ``⌫⌫) � = 12.7 + 3.1 � 2.9 ± 1.8 fb (data)
PowhegBox & gg2ZZ (theory) 4.6 JHEP 03, 128 (2013)

– �fid

(ZZ

⇤ ! 4`) � = 29.8 + 3.8 � 3.5 + 2.1 � 1.9 fb (data)
PowhegBox & gg2ZZ (theory) 4.6 JHEP 03, 128 (2013)

– �fid

(ZZ ! 4`)
� = 25.4 + 3.3 � 3.0 + 1.6 � 1.4 fb (data)

PowhegBox & gg2ZZ (theory) 4.6 JHEP 03, 128 (2013)
� = 20.7 + 1.3 � 1.2 ± 1.0 fb (data)

MCFM (theory) 20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2013-020

– �total(pp!ZZ!4`)
� = 76.0 ± 18.0 ± 4.0 fb (data)

Powheg (theory) 4.5 arXiv:1403.5657 [hep-ex]
� = 107.0 ± 9.0 ± 5.0 fb (data)

Powheg (theory) 20.3 arXiv:1403.5657 [hep-ex]

�total(pp!ZZ)
� = 6.7 ± 0.7 + 0.5 � 0.4 pb (data)

MCFM (theory) 4.6 JHEP 03, 128 (2013)
� = 7.1 + 0.5 � 0.4 ± 0.4 pb (data)

MCFM (theory) 20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2013-020

– �fid

(WZ ! `⌫``) � = 99.2 + 3.8 � 3.0 + 6.0 � 6.2 fb (data)
MCFM (theory) 13.0 ATLAS-CONF-2013-021

�total(pp!WZ)
� = 19.0 + 1.4 � 1.3 ± 1.0 pb (data)

MCFM (theory) 4.6 EPJC 72, 2173 (2012)
� = 20.3 + 0.8 � 0.7 + 1.4 � 1.3 pb (data)

MCFM (theory) 13.0 ATLAS-CONF-2013-021

– �fid

(WW!eµ) [n
jet

�0] � = 563.0 ± 28.0 + 79.0 � 85.0 fb (data)
MCFM (theory) 4.6 arXiv:1407.0573 [hep-ex]

– �fid

(WW!eµ) [n
jet

=0]

� = 262.3 ± 12.3 ± 23.1 fb (data)
MCFM (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112001 (2013)

– �fid

(WW!µµ) [n
jet

=0]

� = 73.9 ± 5.9 ± 7.5 fb (data)
MCFM (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112001 (2013)

– �fid

(WW!ee) [n

jet

=0]

� = 56.4 ± 6.8 ± 10.0 fb (data)
MCFM (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112001 (2013)

�total(pp!WW)
� = 51.9 ± 2.0 ± 4.4 pb (data)

MCFM (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112001 (2013)
� = 71.4 ± 1.2 + 5.5 � 4.9 pb (data)

MCFM (theory) 20.3 ATLAS-CONF-2014-033

�fid

(W

±
W

±
jj) EWK

� = 1.3 ± 0.4 ± 0.2 fb (data)
PowhegBox (theory) 20.3 PRL 113, 141803 (2014)

�fid(pp!WV!`⌫qq) � = 1.37 ± 0.14 ± 0.37 pb (data)
MC@NLO (theory) 4.6 JHEP 01, 049 (2015)

– [n

jet

= 0]

� = 2.9 + 0.8 � 0.7 + 1.0 � 0.9 fb (data)
MCFM NLO (theory) 20.3 arXiv:1503.03243 [hep-ex]

�fid

(W�� ! `⌫��) � = 6.1 + 1.1 � 1.0 ± 1.2 fb (data)
MCFM NLO (theory) 20.3 arXiv:1503.03243 [hep-ex]

– [n

jet

= 0]

� = 1.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.11 pb (data)
NNLO (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)

�fid

(Z� ! ``�) � = 1.31 ± 0.02 ± 0.12 pb (data)
NNLO (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)

arXiv:1407.1618 [hep-ph]

– [n

jet

= 0]

� = 1.76 ± 0.03 ± 0.22 pb (data)
NNLO (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)

�fid

(W� ! `⌫�) � = 2.77 ± 0.03 ± 0.36 pb (data)
NNLO (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)

arXiv:1407.1618 [hep-ph]

�fid

(��)[�R�� > 0.4]

� = 44.0 + 3.2 � 4.2 pb (data)
2�NNLO (theory) 4.9 JHEP 01, 086 (2013)

observed/theory
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6

LHC pp
p
s = 7 TeV

Theory
Observed
stat
stat+syst

LHC pp
p
s = 8 TeV

Theory

Observed
stat
stat+syst

Multiboson Cross Section Measurements Status: March 2015

ATLAS Preliminary

Run 1
p
s = 7, 8 TeV

theoσ / expσProduction Cross Section Ratio:   
0.5 1 1.5 2

CMS PreliminaryMar. 2015

All results at:
http://cern.ch/go/pNj7

(NNLO th.), γγ  0.12± 0.01 ±1.06 -15.0 fb
γW  0.13± 0.03 ±1.16 -15.0 fb
γZ  0.05± 0.01 ±0.98 -15.0 fb
γZ  0.05± 0.01 ±0.98 -119.5 fb

WW+WZ  0.15± 0.13 ±1.05 -14.9 fb
WW  0.10± 0.04 ±1.11 -14.9 fb

(NNLO th.)WW,  0.08± 0.02 ±1.01 -119.4 fb
WZ  0.07± 0.07 ±1.17 -14.9 fb
WZ  0.07± 0.03 ±1.12 -119.6 fb
ZZ  0.07± 0.14 ±0.99 -14.9 fb
ZZ  0.08± 0.06 ±1.00 -119.6 fb

7 TeV CMS measurement (stat,stat+sys) 

8 TeV CMS measurement (stat,stat+sys) 

CMS measurements
 theory(NNLO)vs. NLO 

[ATLAS ’15] [CMS ’15]
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μ: total signal strength
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(W�� ! `⌫��) � = 6.1 + 1.1 � 1.0 ± 1.2 fb (data)
MCFM NLO (theory) 20.3 arXiv:1503.03243 [hep-ex]

– [n

jet

= 0]

� = 1.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.11 pb (data)
NNLO (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)

�fid

(Z� ! ``�) � = 1.31 ± 0.02 ± 0.12 pb (data)
NNLO (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)

arXiv:1407.1618 [hep-ph]

– [n

jet

= 0]

� = 1.76 ± 0.03 ± 0.22 pb (data)
NNLO (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)

�fid

(W� ! `⌫�) � = 2.77 ± 0.03 ± 0.36 pb (data)
NNLO (theory) 4.6 PRD 87, 112003 (2013)

arXiv:1407.1618 [hep-ph]

�fid

(��)[�R�� > 0.4]

� = 44.0 + 3.2 � 4.2 pb (data)
2�NNLO (theory) 4.9 JHEP 01, 086 (2013)
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LHC pp
p
s = 7 TeV

Theory
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stat+syst

LHC pp
p
s = 8 TeV

Theory

Observed
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stat+syst

Multiboson Cross Section Measurements Status: March 2015

ATLAS Preliminary

Run 1
p
s = 7, 8 TeV

theoσ / expσProduction Cross Section Ratio:   
0.5 1 1.5 2

CMS PreliminaryMar. 2015

All results at:
http://cern.ch/go/pNj7

(NNLO th.), γγ  0.12± 0.01 ±1.06 -15.0 fb
γW  0.13± 0.03 ±1.16 -15.0 fb
γZ  0.05± 0.01 ±0.98 -15.0 fb
γZ  0.05± 0.01 ±0.98 -119.5 fb

WW+WZ  0.15± 0.13 ±1.05 -14.9 fb
WW  0.10± 0.04 ±1.11 -14.9 fb

(NNLO th.)WW,  0.08± 0.02 ±1.01 -119.4 fb
WZ  0.07± 0.07 ±1.17 -14.9 fb
WZ  0.07± 0.03 ±1.12 -119.6 fb
ZZ  0.07± 0.14 ±0.99 -14.9 fb
ZZ  0.08± 0.06 ±1.00 -119.6 fb

7 TeV CMS measurement (stat,stat+sys) 

8 TeV CMS measurement (stat,stat+sys) 

CMS measurements
 theory(NNLO)vs. NLO 

[ATLAS ’15] [CMS ’15]
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μ: total signal strength

NNLO demanded by continuously 
increasing experimental accuracy
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NNLO methods
!

Sector decomposition  [Binoth, Heinrich '00 '04]	
!
Antenna subtraction  [Gehrmann-de Ridder, Gehrmann, Glover '05]	

STRIPPER (FKS+sec.dec.)  [Czakon '10, '11]	

Colourful subtraction  [Somogyi, Trocsanyi, Del Duca '05, '07]	

!

!

pT subtraction  [Catani, Grazzini '07]	

N-jettiness subtraction  [Tackmann et al. '15],  [Boughezal, Liu, Petriello '15]	

(Born projection method)  [Cacciari, Dreyer, Karlberg, Salam, Zanderighi '15]

4

[Anastasio, Melnikov, Petriello '04]

Schemes with local cancellation of singularities

Schemes that start from F+1jet process at NLO
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NNLO methods
!

Sector decomposition  [Binoth, Heinrich '00 '04]	
!
Antenna subtraction  [Gehrmann-de Ridder, Gehrmann, Glover '05]	

STRIPPER (FKS+sec.dec.)  [Czakon '10, '11]	

Colourful subtraction  [Somogyi, Trocsanyi, Del Duca '05, '07]	

!

!

pT subtraction  [Catani, Grazzini '07]	

N-jettiness subtraction  [Tackmann et al. '15],  [Boughezal, Liu, Petriello '15]	

(Born projection method)  [Cacciari, Dreyer, Karlberg, Salam, Zanderighi '15]

4

[Anastasio, Melnikov, Petriello '04]

Schemes with local cancellation of singularities

Schemes that start from F+1jet process at NLO

Two-loop amplitudes required for each process!
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pT subtraction and resummation
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[Collins, Soper, Sterman '85], [Bozzi, Catani, de Florian, Grazzini '06]

singular structure of F+1jet process (F -- colorless):

unitarity of pT resummation due to modified logs:
�
ln(Q2b2/b20) ! ln(Q2b2/b20 + 1)

�

pT subtraction master formula: [Catani, Grazzini '07]

Z
dp2T

d�(res)

dp2T dy dM d⌦
= H⌦ d�LO

d�F+1jet pT⌧Q����!
h
d�(res)

i

f.o.
⌘ ⌃(pT /Q)⌦ d�LO

d�NNLO =
h
d�F+1jet

NLO � ⌃NNLO ⌦ d�LO

i
+HNNLO ⌦ d�LO
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We implemented...



The MATRIX framework

MUNICH
MUlti-chaNnel Integrator at Swiss (CH) precision

Amplitudes

OPENLOOPS
(COLLIER, CUTTOols, . . . )

Dedicated 2-loop codes
(VVAMP, GINAC, TDHPL, . . . )

qT subtraction , qT resummation

MATRIX
MUNICH Automates qT Subtraction

and Resummation to Integrate X-sections.

N
N
LO

N
N
LL

The MATRIX framework
[Grazzini,  Kallweit,  Rathlev,  MW]   (+Hanga,  Sargsyan)
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Fully differential NNLO(+NNLL) for colorless particle production	
!
NNLO part applies:	

Fully-automated NLO computation through MUNICH [Kallweit]	

Fully-automated pT subtraction [Catani, Grazzini '07]	

Fully-automated tree and one-loop amplitudes through OpenLoops 
[Cascioli, Maierhöfer, Pozzorini '11]	

REQUIRED:  two-loop amplitude (e.g. for VV and V*V*)	
!

NNLL part applies:	

Fully-automated pT resummation (qq and gg initiated)	

Based on HRES implementation (gg initiated)                                                
[de Florian, Ferrera, Grazzini, Tommasini '12]	
!

8

The MATRIX framework

Possible due to process-independent knowledge of hard-collinear function [Catani, 

[Grazzini,  Kallweit,  Rathlev,  MW]   (+Hanga,  Sargsyan)

[Gehrmann, von Manteuffel, Tancredi '15]



The MATRIX



The Status
process status comment
pp→Z/γ*(→ℓ ℓ ) validated analytically (+ DYNNLO)

pp→W→ℓν (     ) to be validated

pp→H validated analytically

pp→γγ validated with 2γNNLO

pp→Zγ→ℓ ℓ  γ [Grazzini, Kallweit, Rathlev, Torre '13]

pp→Wγ→ℓνγ [Grazzini, Kallweit, Rathlev '15]

pp→ZZ [Cascioli et al. '14]

pp→ZZ→4ℓ [Grazzini, Kallweit, Rathlev '15]

pp→WW [Gehrmann et al. '14]

pp→WW→ℓν ℓ'ν' NEW HERE: fully differential

pp→WZ NEW HERE: inclusive cross section

pp→HH [de Florian et al. '16]

+

+



The Status and Plan
1. Closed beta has started!	

PROCESSES:  all processes of previous slide	

ACCURACY:  NNLO QCD	

CURRENTLY SUPPORTED:	

local running	

cluster running: LSF (lxplus), SLURM, condor; under validation: PBS	

easy to add new schedulers  → which other cluster are required?	

WHO:  already used by selected experimentalists from ATLAS and CMS	

2. Public release	

TIME FRAME:  within this year	

further cluster support	

3. Plans beyond first release	

enable NNLO+NNLL pT resummation	

add NLO EW effects to certain processes



NNLO+NNLL resummation	
for ZZ and WW [Grazzini, Kallweit, Rathlev, MW '15]

pT spectrum of ZZ pair: comparison to data

Results
Comparison with data:
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[CMS ’15] [Grazzini, Kallweit, Rathlev, MW ’15]
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[Grazzini, Kallweit, Pozzorini, Rathlev, MW '16]
WW fully differential at NNLO

all pp→WW→ℓν ℓ'ν' processes, including:	

double-resonant W decays	

single-resonant Z/γ* decays (pp→Z/γ*→WW*/ℓ ν W→ℓν ℓ'ν')	

double(single)-resonant pp→ZZ/Zγ*→ℓνℓν(pp→Z/γ*→ℓνℓν) in equal-flavor channel	

HERE:  different-flavour channel pp→WW→eνe μνμ (for simplicity):	

inclusive	

WW signal cuts:	

!
!
!
Higgs background cuts:	

!
!
!
avoid top contamination:  4FS with all bottom final states removed.                                            
(checked against top-subtracted 5FS predicion for all fiducial rates up to ~1%)

mll > 10GeV, �Rll > 0.1, pmiss
T > 15 GeV, pmiss, rel

T > 20GeV

jet veto (anti-kT , R = 0.4, pT,j > 25GeV, |yj| < 4.5)

lepton cuts (pT,l1 > 25GeV, pT,l2 > 20GeV, |yµ| < 2.4, |ye| < 1.37 or 1.52 < |ye| < 2.47)

Table 4: WW cuts.

10GeV< mll < 55GeV, pT,ll > 30 GeV, ��ll < 1.8, ��ll,⌫⌫ > ⇡/2, pmiss
T > 20 GeV

jet veto (anti-kT , R = 0.4, pT,j > 25GeV, |yj| < 4.5)

lepton cuts (pT,l1 > 22GeV, pT,l2 > 10GeV, |yµ| < 2.4, |ye| < 1.37 or 1.52 < |ye| < 2.47)

Table 5: Higgs cuts.

lepton should fulfill pT,l1 > 25GeV (pT,l2 > 20GeV). The muon pseudo-rapidity should be in the
range |yµ| < 2.4, while the electron pseudorapidity should fulfill |ye| < 2.47, excluding the region
1.37 < |ye| < 1.52. The charged leptons should have an invariant mass mll > 10GeV, and a
separation �Rll > 0.1. Jets are defined with the anti-kT algorithm [100] with radius parameter
R = 0.4. A jet should have pT (j) > 25GeV and y(j) < 4.5. To reduce the top background, the
analysis requires a jet veto. no jet with pT (j) > 25GeV and y(j) < 4.5. The separation between
the electron and a jet should fulfill �Re,j > 0.3. The missing transverse momentum is required to
be pmiss

T > 20GeV. Finally, to reject events, where jets or lepton leptons are too close to pmiss
T , the

relative missing transverse momentum pmiss, rel
T is introduced, defined as pmiss

T ⇥ sin |��|, where ��
is the azimuthal separation between pmiss

T and the closest lepton or jet. We require pmiss, rel
T > 15

GeV.

The corresponding predictions for the fiducial cross section at LO, NLO, NLO0, NLO0+gg and
NNLO for both

p
s = 8TeV and

p
s = 13TeV are reported in Table 2. The overall picture is

completely changed as compared to the inclusive setup: essentially due to the jet veto, the NLO
corrections amount to only about +4% (+1%) with respect to the LO result at 8 (13) TeV. The
NNLO corrections increase the NLO result by +7% (+11%); their positive impact is, however,
entirely due to the loop-induced gluon-fusion contribution, which is not a↵ected by the jet veto.
Comparing the NNLO and NLO0+gg predictions we see that the genuine O(↵2

S) corrections are
even negative and amount to roughly �2% (�3%).

The reduction of the impact of radiative corrections when a jet veto is applied is a well known
feature in perturbative QCD calculations [101]. A stringent veto on the radiation recoiling against
the W+W� system tends to unbalance the cancellation between positive real and negative virtual
contributions, possibly leading to large logarithmic terms. The resummation of these logarithmic
contributions has been the subject of intense theoretical studies, especially in the important
case of Higgs boson production [102–104], and it has been recently addressed also for W+W�

production [48,49]. The reduced impact of radiative e↵ects in the presence of a jet veto is often
accompanied by a reduction of the estimate of uncertainties due to missing higher orders when
simply estimated by variation of scales.{MG: Does not sound very well ! } by a reduction of scale
uncertainties. Comparing the results in Table 2 with those in Table 1 we indeed see that the size
of the NNLO scale band uncertainty is reduced when cuts, particularly the jet veto, are applied.
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Figure 1: Sample Born diagrams contributing to W+W� production both in the di↵erent-flavour
case (l 6= l0) and in the same-flavour case (l = l0).
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Figure 2: Sample Born diagrams contributing to W+W� production only in the same-flavour case
(l = l0). In the di↵erent-flavour case, they describe ZZ production in the 2l2⌫ channel.

a Z ! ``⇤/⌫⌫⇤ ! `⌫(W !)`0⌫ 0 decay (type (c) diagrams) contribute here. In addition to such
channels, final states with equal lepton flavours, l = l0, involve further diagrams, as shown in
Figure ??: resonant ZZ production with Z ! l+l� and Z ! ⌫l⌫̄l decays (type (d) diagrams), and
further Z ! 4 leptons topologies with a Z ! ll⇤/⌫⌫⇤ ! l�l+(Z !)⌫l⌫̄l/⌫l⌫̄l(Z !)l�l+ decay (type
(e) diagrams); in the latter case, the phase-space where both Z bosons are simultaeously close to
resonant is typically excluded by phase-space cuts. Note that the contributions from Figure ?? do
not allow for a fully inclusive phase-space integration due to the IR-divergent �⇤ ! l+l� splittings.
For l 6= l0 these diagrams describe genuine ZZ production in the 2l2⌫ channel, pp ! l+l�⌫l0 ⌫̄l0 +X.

Our calculation is performed in the complex-mass scheme [51], and besides resonances, it
includes also contributions from o↵-shell electroweak bosons and all relevant interferences. The
previous discussion of resonant phase-space regions is thus only for illustration, and should not
be misinterpreted as any kind of a resonance approximation. Our implementation can deal with
any combination of leptonic flavours, l, l0 2 {e, µ, ⌧}. However, in this paper we will focus on the
di↵erent-flavour channel pp ! µ+e�⌫µ⌫̄e. For the sake of brevity, we will often denote this process
as W+W� production though.

The NNLO computation requires the following scattering amplitudes at O(↵2
S):

• tree amplitudes for qq̄ ! l+l0�⌫l⌫̄l0 gg, qq̄ ! l+l0�⌫l⌫̄l0 q0q̄0, and crossing-related processes;

• one-loop amplitudes for qq̄ ! l+l0�⌫l⌫̄l0 g, and crossing-related processes;

• squared one-loop amplitudes for qq̄ ! l+l0�⌫l⌫̄l0 and gg ! l+l0�⌫l⌫̄l0 ;
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(e) diagrams); in the latter case, the phase-space where both Z bosons are simultaeously close to
resonant is typically excluded by phase-space cuts. Note that the contributions from Figure ?? do
not allow for a fully inclusive phase-space integration due to the IR-divergent �⇤ ! l+l� splittings.
For l 6= l0 these diagrams describe genuine ZZ production in the 2l2⌫ channel, pp ! l+l�⌫l0 ⌫̄l0 +X.

Our calculation is performed in the complex-mass scheme [51], and besides resonances, it
includes also contributions from o↵-shell electroweak bosons and all relevant interferences. The
previous discussion of resonant phase-space regions is thus only for illustration, and should not
be misinterpreted as any kind of a resonance approximation. Our implementation can deal with
any combination of leptonic flavours, l, l0 2 {e, µ, ⌧}. However, in this paper we will focus on the
di↵erent-flavour channel pp ! µ+e�⌫µ⌫̄e. For the sake of brevity, we will often denote this process
as W+W� production though.

The NNLO computation requires the following scattering amplitudes at O(↵2
S):
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[Grazzini, Kallweit, Pozzorini, Rathlev, MW '16]
WW fully differential at NNLO

all pp→WW→ℓν ℓ'ν' processes, including:	

double-resonant W decays	

single-resonant Z/γ* decays (pp→Z/γ*→WW*/ℓ ν W→ℓν ℓ'ν')	

double(single)-resonant pp→ZZ/Zγ*→ℓνℓν(pp→Z/γ*→ℓνℓν) in equal-flavor channel	

HERE:  different-flavour channel pp→WW→eνe μνμ (for simplicity):	

inclusive	

WW signal cuts:	

!
!
!
Higgs background cuts:	

!
!
!
avoid top contamination:  4FS with all bottom final states removed.                                            
(checked against top-subtracted 5FS predicion for all fiducial rates up to ~1%)

mll > 10GeV, �Rll > 0.1, pmiss
T > 15 GeV, pmiss, rel

T > 20GeV

jet veto (anti-kT , R = 0.4, pT,j > 25GeV, |yj| < 4.5)

lepton cuts (pT,l1 > 25GeV, pT,l2 > 20GeV, |yµ| < 2.4, |ye| < 1.37 or 1.52 < |ye| < 2.47)

Table 4: WW cuts.

10GeV< mll < 55GeV, pT,ll > 30 GeV, ��ll < 1.8, ��ll,⌫⌫ > ⇡/2, pmiss
T > 20 GeV

jet veto (anti-kT , R = 0.4, pT,j > 25GeV, |yj| < 4.5)

lepton cuts (pT,l1 > 22GeV, pT,l2 > 10GeV, |yµ| < 2.4, |ye| < 1.37 or 1.52 < |ye| < 2.47)

Table 5: Higgs cuts.

lepton should fulfill pT,l1 > 25GeV (pT,l2 > 20GeV). The muon pseudo-rapidity should be in the
range |yµ| < 2.4, while the electron pseudorapidity should fulfill |ye| < 2.47, excluding the region
1.37 < |ye| < 1.52. The charged leptons should have an invariant mass mll > 10GeV, and a
separation �Rll > 0.1. Jets are defined with the anti-kT algorithm [100] with radius parameter
R = 0.4. A jet should have pT (j) > 25GeV and y(j) < 4.5. To reduce the top background, the
analysis requires a jet veto. no jet with pT (j) > 25GeV and y(j) < 4.5. The separation between
the electron and a jet should fulfill �Re,j > 0.3. The missing transverse momentum is required to
be pmiss

T > 20GeV. Finally, to reject events, where jets or lepton leptons are too close to pmiss
T , the

relative missing transverse momentum pmiss, rel
T is introduced, defined as pmiss

T ⇥ sin |��|, where ��
is the azimuthal separation between pmiss

T and the closest lepton or jet. We require pmiss, rel
T > 15

GeV.

The corresponding predictions for the fiducial cross section at LO, NLO, NLO0, NLO0+gg and
NNLO for both

p
s = 8TeV and

p
s = 13TeV are reported in Table 2. The overall picture is

completely changed as compared to the inclusive setup: essentially due to the jet veto, the NLO
corrections amount to only about +4% (+1%) with respect to the LO result at 8 (13) TeV. The
NNLO corrections increase the NLO result by +7% (+11%); their positive impact is, however,
entirely due to the loop-induced gluon-fusion contribution, which is not a↵ected by the jet veto.
Comparing the NNLO and NLO0+gg predictions we see that the genuine O(↵2

S) corrections are
even negative and amount to roughly �2% (�3%).

The reduction of the impact of radiative corrections when a jet veto is applied is a well known
feature in perturbative QCD calculations [101]. A stringent veto on the radiation recoiling against
the W+W� system tends to unbalance the cancellation between positive real and negative virtual
contributions, possibly leading to large logarithmic terms. The resummation of these logarithmic
contributions has been the subject of intense theoretical studies, especially in the important
case of Higgs boson production [102–104], and it has been recently addressed also for W+W�

production [48,49]. The reduced impact of radiative e↵ects in the presence of a jet veto is often
accompanied by a reduction of the estimate of uncertainties due to missing higher orders when
simply estimated by variation of scales.{MG: Does not sound very well ! } by a reduction of scale
uncertainties. Comparing the results in Table 2 with those in Table 1 we indeed see that the size
of the NNLO scale band uncertainty is reduced when cuts, particularly the jet veto, are applied.
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The corresponding predictions for the fiducial cross section at LO, NLO, NLO0, NLO0+gg and
NNLO for both

p
s = 8TeV and

p
s = 13TeV are reported in Table 2. The overall picture is

completely changed as compared to the inclusive setup: essentially due to the jet veto, the NLO
corrections amount to only about +4% (+1%) with respect to the LO result at 8 (13) TeV. The
NNLO corrections increase the NLO result by +7% (+11%); their positive impact is, however,
entirely due to the loop-induced gluon-fusion contribution, which is not a↵ected by the jet veto.
Comparing the NNLO and NLO0+gg predictions we see that the genuine O(↵2

S) corrections are
even negative and amount to roughly �2% (�3%).

The reduction of the impact of radiative corrections when a jet veto is applied is a well known
feature in perturbative QCD calculations [101]. A stringent veto on the radiation recoiling against
the W+W� system tends to unbalance the cancellation between positive real and negative virtual
contributions, possibly leading to large logarithmic terms. The resummation of these logarithmic
contributions has been the subject of intense theoretical studies, especially in the important
case of Higgs boson production [102–104], and it has been recently addressed also for W+W�

production [48,49]. The reduced impact of radiative e↵ects in the presence of a jet veto is often
accompanied by a reduction of the estimate of uncertainties due to missing higher orders when
simply estimated by variation of scales.{MG: Does not sound very well ! } by a reduction of scale
uncertainties. Comparing the results in Table 2 with those in Table 1 we indeed see that the size
of the NNLO scale band uncertainty is reduced when cuts, particularly the jet veto, are applied.
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WW fully differential at NNLO

fiducial rates (WW cuts) 

acceptances (WW cuts) 

inclusive rates

� [fb] �/�NLO � 1
p
s 8TeV 13TeV 8TeV 13TeV

LO 425.41(4)+2.8%
�3.6% 778.99 (8)+5.7%

�6.7% �31.8% �35.4%

NLO 623.47(6)+3.6%
�2.9% 1205.11(12)+3.9%

�3.1% 0 0

NLO0 635.95(6)+3.6%
�2.8% 1235.82(13)+3.9%

�3.1% + 2.0% + 2.5%

NLO0+gg 655.83(8)+4.3%
�3.3% 1286.81(13)+4.8%

�3.7% + 5.2% + 6.8%

NNLO 690.4(5) +2.2%
�1.9% 1370.9(11) +2.6%

�2.3% +10.7% +13.8%

Table 1: Inclusive cross sections and scale uncertainties at LO, NLO, NLO0, NLO0+gg and NNLO.
Additionally, the relative di↵erences wrt. the NLO predictions are stated.

� [fb] 8TeV 13TeV

LO 425.41(4)+2.8%
�3.6% 778.99 (8)+5.7%

�6.7%

NLO 623.47(6)+3.6%
�2.9% 1205.11(12)+3.9%

�3.1%

NLO0+gg 655.83(8)+4.3%
�3.3% 1286.81(13)+4.8%

�3.7%

NNLO 690.4(5) +2.2%
�1.9% 1370.9(11) +2.6%

�2.3%

Table 2: test.

(anti)quark–(anti)quark and gluon–gluon initiated channels as required by cancellation of IR
divergences, lead to a further increase of about 6 (7)% wrt. NLO. Turning o↵ PDF e↵ects —
i.e. considering ratios divided by NNLO�NLO0 — we find that the loop-induced gluon–gluon
contribution amounts to only 37 (38)% of the O(↵2

S) e↵ect, while the remainder is due to the
genuine NNLO corrections.

These results are in line with the inclusive on-shell predictions of Ref. [43], where the corre-
sponding fraction is 35 (36)%, once the di↵erences due to the chosen PDFs are taken into account.
We also find by up to about 2% larger NNLO corrections than stated in Ref. [43], which can,
however, also be attributed to the chosen PDF sets. Indeed, repeating the on-shell calculation of
Ref. [43] using the input parameters of Section 3.1 (with �W = �Z = 0), we find that the relative
corrections agree on the level of the statistical error when the same PDF sets are applied. Moreover,
comparing the results of Table 3 with this on-shell calculation allows us to quantify the size of
o↵-shell e↵ects, which turn out to reduce the on-shell result by up to about 2.0%. {SK: The impact
of the o↵-shell e↵ects seems to increase slightly from �1.73% at LO, �1.84% at NLO to �1.99%
at NNLO where the last one has an error of about 0.2%, of course. The 13 TeV results will take
about one more day. }

The results for the two considered collider energies confirm the on-shell picture that the size of
relative corrections slightly increases with the CMS energy.

We add a few comments on the scale uncertainties of the inclusive cross section. Generally
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� [fb] 8TeV 13TeV

LO 147.23(2)+3.4%
�4.4% 233.04(2)+6.6%

�7.6%

NLO 153.07(2)+1.9%
�1.6% 236.19(2)+2.8%

�2.4%

NLO0+gg 166.41(3)+1.3%
�1.3% 267.31(4)+1.5%

�2.1%

NNLO 164.1 (1)+1.3%
�0.8% 261.5(2) +1.9%

�1.2%

Table 3: test.

speaking, the pure scale variation appears to significantly underestimate the uncertainties from
missing higher-order perturbative contributions. The LO and NLO predictions are not consistent
within scale uncertainties, and the same conclusion can be drawn by comparing NNLO with
NLO. This can be explained by the fact that the quark–gluon and gluon–gluon channels open
up only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Nonetheless, the NNLO is the first order at which all
the partonic channels are contributing, and we expect that the NNLO scale dependence should
provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher-order contributions. Also the
loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which contributes only at its leading order at O(↵2

S) and thus
could receive large relative corrections, was not expected to break this picture due to its overall
smallness already in Ref. [43]. That conclusion is supported by the recent calculation of the NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon channel [35].

In Figures 4–7 we consider a few di↵erential distributions, still with no cuts applied. Being
based on reconstructed W bosons, these distributions are mainly of theoretical value interest. In
all of these plots we show the respective distribution of the W+W� system at 8TeV (left panel)
and 13TeV (right panel). We compare the absolute predictions at LO (black, dotted), NLO
(red, dashed) and NNLO (blue, solid) in the upper frames, and show ratio plots wrt. the NLO
prediction in the lower frames. Scale bands illustrating the 7-point variation Scale uncertainty
bands, obtained as discussed in Section 3.1, di↵erentially are depicted in both frames. Whereas
we do not show the LO/NLO ratios since the LO result is known to be far o↵, we add. In the
lower frames we also show the ratio of the NLO0+gg prediction (green, dash-dotted) to NLO at
the central scale. The main goal here is to illustrate to what extent the NLO0+gg prediction is
able to approximate the full NNLO result. For the sake of clarity we refrain from putting adding
the NLO0+gg scale uncertainty band. in addition.

The invariant-mass distribution of the W+W� pair in Figure 4 is dominated by the region above
the threshold mWW = 2mW , develops its maximum shortly after and then successively decreases
with increasing mWW . Below the threshold, the cross section immediately drops by one order of
magnitude, and steeply falls o↵ with decreasing mWW . Although suppressed by some orders of
magnitude wrt. the maximum, the peak at mWW ⇠ mZ is remarkable, which is caused by the
resonant Z ! WW ⇤ and Z ! ``⇤/⌫⌫⇤ ! `⌫(W !)`0⌫ 0 contributions in the pp ! µ+e� ⌫µ⌫̄e +X
process. Considering the NNLO/NLO ratios, we find that the corrections are well approximated
by an overall rescaling due to the very similar shapes of the NLO and NNLO result, particularly in
the dominant high-mass region beyond the mWW threshold. More pronounced features are found
in the region around and below the Z peak, where the cross section is, however, suppressed by
several orders of magnitude.
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�1.2%

Table 3: test.

A = �cuts/�inclusive 8TeV 13TeV

LO 0.34608(7)+0.6%
�0.7% 0.29915(6)+0.8%

�1.0%

NLO 0.24552(5)+4.4%
�4.7% 0.19599(4)+4.4%

�4.7%

NLO0+gg 0.25374(7)+3.5%
�3.7% 0.20773(5)+3.2%

�3.1%

NNLO 0.2378(4) +1.3%
�0.9% 0.1907(3) +1.2%

�0.9%

Table 4: test.

speaking, the pure scale variation appears to significantly underestimate the uncertainties from
missing higher-order perturbative contributions. The LO and NLO predictions are not consistent
within scale uncertainties, and the same conclusion can be drawn by comparing NNLO with
NLO. This can be explained by the fact that the quark–gluon and gluon–gluon channels open
up only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Nonetheless, the NNLO is the first order at which all
the partonic channels are contributing, and we expect that the NNLO scale dependence should
provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher-order contributions. Also the
loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which contributes only at its leading order at O(↵2

S) and thus
could receive large relative corrections, was not expected to break this picture due to its overall
smallness already in Ref. [43]. That conclusion is supported by the recent calculation of the NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon channel [35].

In Figures 4–7 we consider a few di↵erential distributions, still with no cuts applied. Being
based on reconstructed W bosons, these distributions are mainly of theoretical value interest. In
all of these plots we show the respective distribution of the W+W� system at 8TeV (left panel)
and 13TeV (right panel). We compare the absolute predictions at LO (black, dotted), NLO
(red, dashed) and NNLO (blue, solid) in the upper frames, and show ratio plots wrt. the NLO
prediction in the lower frames. Scale bands illustrating the 7-point variation Scale uncertainty
bands, obtained as discussed in Section 3.1, di↵erentially are depicted in both frames. Whereas
we do not show the LO/NLO ratios since the LO result is known to be far o↵, we add. In the
lower frames we also show the ratio of the NLO0+gg prediction (green, dash-dotted) to NLO at
the central scale. The main goal here is to illustrate to what extent the NLO0+gg prediction is
able to approximate the full NNLO result. For the sake of clarity we refrain from putting adding
the NLO0+gg scale uncertainty band. in addition.

The invariant-mass distribution of the W+W� pair in Figure 4 is dominated by the region above
the threshold mWW = 2mW , develops its maximum shortly after and then successively decreases
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WW fully differential at NNLO

fiducial rates (WW cuts) 

acceptances (WW cuts) 

inclusive rates

� [fb] �/�NLO � 1
p
s 8TeV 13TeV 8TeV 13TeV

LO 425.41(4)+2.8%
�3.6% 778.99 (8)+5.7%

�6.7% �31.8% �35.4%

NLO 623.47(6)+3.6%
�2.9% 1205.11(12)+3.9%

�3.1% 0 0
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Table 1: Inclusive cross sections and scale uncertainties at LO, NLO, NLO0, NLO0+gg and NNLO.
Additionally, the relative di↵erences wrt. the NLO predictions are stated.
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(anti)quark–(anti)quark and gluon–gluon initiated channels as required by cancellation of IR
divergences, lead to a further increase of about 6 (7)% wrt. NLO. Turning o↵ PDF e↵ects —
i.e. considering ratios divided by NNLO�NLO0 — we find that the loop-induced gluon–gluon
contribution amounts to only 37 (38)% of the O(↵2

S) e↵ect, while the remainder is due to the
genuine NNLO corrections.

These results are in line with the inclusive on-shell predictions of Ref. [43], where the corre-
sponding fraction is 35 (36)%, once the di↵erences due to the chosen PDFs are taken into account.
We also find by up to about 2% larger NNLO corrections than stated in Ref. [43], which can,
however, also be attributed to the chosen PDF sets. Indeed, repeating the on-shell calculation of
Ref. [43] using the input parameters of Section 3.1 (with �W = �Z = 0), we find that the relative
corrections agree on the level of the statistical error when the same PDF sets are applied. Moreover,
comparing the results of Table 3 with this on-shell calculation allows us to quantify the size of
o↵-shell e↵ects, which turn out to reduce the on-shell result by up to about 2.0%. {SK: The impact
of the o↵-shell e↵ects seems to increase slightly from �1.73% at LO, �1.84% at NLO to �1.99%
at NNLO where the last one has an error of about 0.2%, of course. The 13 TeV results will take
about one more day. }

The results for the two considered collider energies confirm the on-shell picture that the size of
relative corrections slightly increases with the CMS energy.

We add a few comments on the scale uncertainties of the inclusive cross section. Generally
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speaking, the pure scale variation appears to significantly underestimate the uncertainties from
missing higher-order perturbative contributions. The LO and NLO predictions are not consistent
within scale uncertainties, and the same conclusion can be drawn by comparing NNLO with
NLO. This can be explained by the fact that the quark–gluon and gluon–gluon channels open
up only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Nonetheless, the NNLO is the first order at which all
the partonic channels are contributing, and we expect that the NNLO scale dependence should
provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher-order contributions. Also the
loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which contributes only at its leading order at O(↵2

S) and thus
could receive large relative corrections, was not expected to break this picture due to its overall
smallness already in Ref. [43]. That conclusion is supported by the recent calculation of the NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon channel [35].

In Figures 4–7 we consider a few di↵erential distributions, still with no cuts applied. Being
based on reconstructed W bosons, these distributions are mainly of theoretical value interest. In
all of these plots we show the respective distribution of the W+W� system at 8TeV (left panel)
and 13TeV (right panel). We compare the absolute predictions at LO (black, dotted), NLO
(red, dashed) and NNLO (blue, solid) in the upper frames, and show ratio plots wrt. the NLO
prediction in the lower frames. Scale bands illustrating the 7-point variation Scale uncertainty
bands, obtained as discussed in Section 3.1, di↵erentially are depicted in both frames. Whereas
we do not show the LO/NLO ratios since the LO result is known to be far o↵, we add. In the
lower frames we also show the ratio of the NLO0+gg prediction (green, dash-dotted) to NLO at
the central scale. The main goal here is to illustrate to what extent the NLO0+gg prediction is
able to approximate the full NNLO result. For the sake of clarity we refrain from putting adding
the NLO0+gg scale uncertainty band. in addition.

The invariant-mass distribution of the W+W� pair in Figure 4 is dominated by the region above
the threshold mWW = 2mW , develops its maximum shortly after and then successively decreases
with increasing mWW . Below the threshold, the cross section immediately drops by one order of
magnitude, and steeply falls o↵ with decreasing mWW . Although suppressed by some orders of
magnitude wrt. the maximum, the peak at mWW ⇠ mZ is remarkable, which is caused by the
resonant Z ! WW ⇤ and Z ! ``⇤/⌫⌫⇤ ! `⌫(W !)`0⌫ 0 contributions in the pp ! µ+e� ⌫µ⌫̄e +X
process. Considering the NNLO/NLO ratios, we find that the corrections are well approximated
by an overall rescaling due to the very similar shapes of the NLO and NNLO result, particularly in
the dominant high-mass region beyond the mWW threshold. More pronounced features are found
in the region around and below the Z peak, where the cross section is, however, suppressed by
several orders of magnitude.
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speaking, the pure scale variation appears to significantly underestimate the uncertainties from
missing higher-order perturbative contributions. The LO and NLO predictions are not consistent
within scale uncertainties, and the same conclusion can be drawn by comparing NNLO with
NLO. This can be explained by the fact that the quark–gluon and gluon–gluon channels open
up only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Nonetheless, the NNLO is the first order at which all
the partonic channels are contributing, and we expect that the NNLO scale dependence should
provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher-order contributions. Also the
loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which contributes only at its leading order at O(↵2

S) and thus
could receive large relative corrections, was not expected to break this picture due to its overall
smallness already in Ref. [43]. That conclusion is supported by the recent calculation of the NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon channel [35].

In Figures 4–7 we consider a few di↵erential distributions, still with no cuts applied. Being
based on reconstructed W bosons, these distributions are mainly of theoretical value interest. In
all of these plots we show the respective distribution of the W+W� system at 8TeV (left panel)
and 13TeV (right panel). We compare the absolute predictions at LO (black, dotted), NLO
(red, dashed) and NNLO (blue, solid) in the upper frames, and show ratio plots wrt. the NLO
prediction in the lower frames. Scale bands illustrating the 7-point variation Scale uncertainty
bands, obtained as discussed in Section 3.1, di↵erentially are depicted in both frames. Whereas
we do not show the LO/NLO ratios since the LO result is known to be far o↵, we add. In the
lower frames we also show the ratio of the NLO0+gg prediction (green, dash-dotted) to NLO at
the central scale. The main goal here is to illustrate to what extent the NLO0+gg prediction is
able to approximate the full NNLO result. For the sake of clarity we refrain from putting adding
the NLO0+gg scale uncertainty band. in addition.

The invariant-mass distribution of the W+W� pair in Figure 4 is dominated by the region above
the threshold mWW = 2mW , develops its maximum shortly after and then successively decreases
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WW fully differential at NNLO

fiducial rates (WW cuts) 

acceptances (WW cuts) 

inclusive rates

� [fb] �/�NLO � 1
p
s 8TeV 13TeV 8TeV 13TeV

LO 425.41(4)+2.8%
�3.6% 778.99 (8)+5.7%

�6.7% �31.8% �35.4%

NLO 623.47(6)+3.6%
�2.9% 1205.11(12)+3.9%

�3.1% 0 0

NLO0 635.95(6)+3.6%
�2.8% 1235.82(13)+3.9%

�3.1% + 2.0% + 2.5%

NLO0+gg 655.83(8)+4.3%
�3.3% 1286.81(13)+4.8%

�3.7% + 5.2% + 6.8%

NNLO 690.4(5) +2.2%
�1.9% 1370.9(11) +2.6%

�2.3% +10.7% +13.8%

Table 1: Inclusive cross sections and scale uncertainties at LO, NLO, NLO0, NLO0+gg and NNLO.
Additionally, the relative di↵erences wrt. the NLO predictions are stated.

� [fb] 8TeV 13TeV

LO 425.41(4)+2.8%
�3.6% 778.99 (8)+5.7%

�6.7%

NLO 623.47(6)+3.6%
�2.9% 1205.11(12)+3.9%

�3.1%

NLO0+gg 655.83(8)+4.3%
�3.3% 1286.81(13)+4.8%

�3.7%

NNLO 690.4(5) +2.2%
�1.9% 1370.9(11) +2.6%

�2.3%

Table 2: test.

(anti)quark–(anti)quark and gluon–gluon initiated channels as required by cancellation of IR
divergences, lead to a further increase of about 6 (7)% wrt. NLO. Turning o↵ PDF e↵ects —
i.e. considering ratios divided by NNLO�NLO0 — we find that the loop-induced gluon–gluon
contribution amounts to only 37 (38)% of the O(↵2

S) e↵ect, while the remainder is due to the
genuine NNLO corrections.

These results are in line with the inclusive on-shell predictions of Ref. [43], where the corre-
sponding fraction is 35 (36)%, once the di↵erences due to the chosen PDFs are taken into account.
We also find by up to about 2% larger NNLO corrections than stated in Ref. [43], which can,
however, also be attributed to the chosen PDF sets. Indeed, repeating the on-shell calculation of
Ref. [43] using the input parameters of Section 3.1 (with �W = �Z = 0), we find that the relative
corrections agree on the level of the statistical error when the same PDF sets are applied. Moreover,
comparing the results of Table 3 with this on-shell calculation allows us to quantify the size of
o↵-shell e↵ects, which turn out to reduce the on-shell result by up to about 2.0%. {SK: The impact
of the o↵-shell e↵ects seems to increase slightly from �1.73% at LO, �1.84% at NLO to �1.99%
at NNLO where the last one has an error of about 0.2%, of course. The 13 TeV results will take
about one more day. }

The results for the two considered collider energies confirm the on-shell picture that the size of
relative corrections slightly increases with the CMS energy.

We add a few comments on the scale uncertainties of the inclusive cross section. Generally
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LO 147.23(2)+3.4%
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NLO 153.07(2)+1.9%
�1.6% 236.19(2)+2.8%

�2.4%

NLO0+gg 166.41(3)+1.3%
�1.3% 267.31(4)+1.5%

�2.1%

NNLO 164.1 (1)+1.3%
�0.8% 261.5(2) +1.9%

�1.2%

Table 3: test.

speaking, the pure scale variation appears to significantly underestimate the uncertainties from
missing higher-order perturbative contributions. The LO and NLO predictions are not consistent
within scale uncertainties, and the same conclusion can be drawn by comparing NNLO with
NLO. This can be explained by the fact that the quark–gluon and gluon–gluon channels open
up only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Nonetheless, the NNLO is the first order at which all
the partonic channels are contributing, and we expect that the NNLO scale dependence should
provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher-order contributions. Also the
loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which contributes only at its leading order at O(↵2

S) and thus
could receive large relative corrections, was not expected to break this picture due to its overall
smallness already in Ref. [43]. That conclusion is supported by the recent calculation of the NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon channel [35].

In Figures 4–7 we consider a few di↵erential distributions, still with no cuts applied. Being
based on reconstructed W bosons, these distributions are mainly of theoretical value interest. In
all of these plots we show the respective distribution of the W+W� system at 8TeV (left panel)
and 13TeV (right panel). We compare the absolute predictions at LO (black, dotted), NLO
(red, dashed) and NNLO (blue, solid) in the upper frames, and show ratio plots wrt. the NLO
prediction in the lower frames. Scale bands illustrating the 7-point variation Scale uncertainty
bands, obtained as discussed in Section 3.1, di↵erentially are depicted in both frames. Whereas
we do not show the LO/NLO ratios since the LO result is known to be far o↵, we add. In the
lower frames we also show the ratio of the NLO0+gg prediction (green, dash-dotted) to NLO at
the central scale. The main goal here is to illustrate to what extent the NLO0+gg prediction is
able to approximate the full NNLO result. For the sake of clarity we refrain from putting adding
the NLO0+gg scale uncertainty band. in addition.

The invariant-mass distribution of the W+W� pair in Figure 4 is dominated by the region above
the threshold mWW = 2mW , develops its maximum shortly after and then successively decreases
with increasing mWW . Below the threshold, the cross section immediately drops by one order of
magnitude, and steeply falls o↵ with decreasing mWW . Although suppressed by some orders of
magnitude wrt. the maximum, the peak at mWW ⇠ mZ is remarkable, which is caused by the
resonant Z ! WW ⇤ and Z ! ``⇤/⌫⌫⇤ ! `⌫(W !)`0⌫ 0 contributions in the pp ! µ+e� ⌫µ⌫̄e +X
process. Considering the NNLO/NLO ratios, we find that the corrections are well approximated
by an overall rescaling due to the very similar shapes of the NLO and NNLO result, particularly in
the dominant high-mass region beyond the mWW threshold. More pronounced features are found
in the region around and below the Z peak, where the cross section is, however, suppressed by
several orders of magnitude.
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A = �cuts/�inclusive 8TeV 13TeV
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speaking, the pure scale variation appears to significantly underestimate the uncertainties from
missing higher-order perturbative contributions. The LO and NLO predictions are not consistent
within scale uncertainties, and the same conclusion can be drawn by comparing NNLO with
NLO. This can be explained by the fact that the quark–gluon and gluon–gluon channels open
up only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Nonetheless, the NNLO is the first order at which all
the partonic channels are contributing, and we expect that the NNLO scale dependence should
provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher-order contributions. Also the
loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which contributes only at its leading order at O(↵2

S) and thus
could receive large relative corrections, was not expected to break this picture due to its overall
smallness already in Ref. [43]. That conclusion is supported by the recent calculation of the NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon channel [35].

In Figures 4–7 we consider a few di↵erential distributions, still with no cuts applied. Being
based on reconstructed W bosons, these distributions are mainly of theoretical value interest. In
all of these plots we show the respective distribution of the W+W� system at 8TeV (left panel)
and 13TeV (right panel). We compare the absolute predictions at LO (black, dotted), NLO
(red, dashed) and NNLO (blue, solid) in the upper frames, and show ratio plots wrt. the NLO
prediction in the lower frames. Scale bands illustrating the 7-point variation Scale uncertainty
bands, obtained as discussed in Section 3.1, di↵erentially are depicted in both frames. Whereas
we do not show the LO/NLO ratios since the LO result is known to be far o↵, we add. In the
lower frames we also show the ratio of the NLO0+gg prediction (green, dash-dotted) to NLO at
the central scale. The main goal here is to illustrate to what extent the NLO0+gg prediction is
able to approximate the full NNLO result. For the sake of clarity we refrain from putting adding
the NLO0+gg scale uncertainty band. in addition.

The invariant-mass distribution of the W+W� pair in Figure 4 is dominated by the region above
the threshold mWW = 2mW , develops its maximum shortly after and then successively decreases
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WW fully differential at NNLO

fiducial rates (WW cuts) 

acceptances (WW cuts) 

inclusive rates

� [fb] �/�NLO � 1
p
s 8TeV 13TeV 8TeV 13TeV

LO 425.41(4)+2.8%
�3.6% 778.99 (8)+5.7%

�6.7% �31.8% �35.4%

NLO 623.47(6)+3.6%
�2.9% 1205.11(12)+3.9%

�3.1% 0 0

NLO0 635.95(6)+3.6%
�2.8% 1235.82(13)+3.9%

�3.1% + 2.0% + 2.5%

NLO0+gg 655.83(8)+4.3%
�3.3% 1286.81(13)+4.8%

�3.7% + 5.2% + 6.8%

NNLO 690.4(5) +2.2%
�1.9% 1370.9(11) +2.6%

�2.3% +10.7% +13.8%

Table 1: Inclusive cross sections and scale uncertainties at LO, NLO, NLO0, NLO0+gg and NNLO.
Additionally, the relative di↵erences wrt. the NLO predictions are stated.
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Table 2: test.

(anti)quark–(anti)quark and gluon–gluon initiated channels as required by cancellation of IR
divergences, lead to a further increase of about 6 (7)% wrt. NLO. Turning o↵ PDF e↵ects —
i.e. considering ratios divided by NNLO�NLO0 — we find that the loop-induced gluon–gluon
contribution amounts to only 37 (38)% of the O(↵2

S) e↵ect, while the remainder is due to the
genuine NNLO corrections.

These results are in line with the inclusive on-shell predictions of Ref. [43], where the corre-
sponding fraction is 35 (36)%, once the di↵erences due to the chosen PDFs are taken into account.
We also find by up to about 2% larger NNLO corrections than stated in Ref. [43], which can,
however, also be attributed to the chosen PDF sets. Indeed, repeating the on-shell calculation of
Ref. [43] using the input parameters of Section 3.1 (with �W = �Z = 0), we find that the relative
corrections agree on the level of the statistical error when the same PDF sets are applied. Moreover,
comparing the results of Table 3 with this on-shell calculation allows us to quantify the size of
o↵-shell e↵ects, which turn out to reduce the on-shell result by up to about 2.0%. {SK: The impact
of the o↵-shell e↵ects seems to increase slightly from �1.73% at LO, �1.84% at NLO to �1.99%
at NNLO where the last one has an error of about 0.2%, of course. The 13 TeV results will take
about one more day. }

The results for the two considered collider energies confirm the on-shell picture that the size of
relative corrections slightly increases with the CMS energy.

We add a few comments on the scale uncertainties of the inclusive cross section. Generally
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speaking, the pure scale variation appears to significantly underestimate the uncertainties from
missing higher-order perturbative contributions. The LO and NLO predictions are not consistent
within scale uncertainties, and the same conclusion can be drawn by comparing NNLO with
NLO. This can be explained by the fact that the quark–gluon and gluon–gluon channels open
up only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Nonetheless, the NNLO is the first order at which all
the partonic channels are contributing, and we expect that the NNLO scale dependence should
provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher-order contributions. Also the
loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which contributes only at its leading order at O(↵2

S) and thus
could receive large relative corrections, was not expected to break this picture due to its overall
smallness already in Ref. [43]. That conclusion is supported by the recent calculation of the NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon channel [35].

In Figures 4–7 we consider a few di↵erential distributions, still with no cuts applied. Being
based on reconstructed W bosons, these distributions are mainly of theoretical value interest. In
all of these plots we show the respective distribution of the W+W� system at 8TeV (left panel)
and 13TeV (right panel). We compare the absolute predictions at LO (black, dotted), NLO
(red, dashed) and NNLO (blue, solid) in the upper frames, and show ratio plots wrt. the NLO
prediction in the lower frames. Scale bands illustrating the 7-point variation Scale uncertainty
bands, obtained as discussed in Section 3.1, di↵erentially are depicted in both frames. Whereas
we do not show the LO/NLO ratios since the LO result is known to be far o↵, we add. In the
lower frames we also show the ratio of the NLO0+gg prediction (green, dash-dotted) to NLO at
the central scale. The main goal here is to illustrate to what extent the NLO0+gg prediction is
able to approximate the full NNLO result. For the sake of clarity we refrain from putting adding
the NLO0+gg scale uncertainty band. in addition.

The invariant-mass distribution of the W+W� pair in Figure 4 is dominated by the region above
the threshold mWW = 2mW , develops its maximum shortly after and then successively decreases
with increasing mWW . Below the threshold, the cross section immediately drops by one order of
magnitude, and steeply falls o↵ with decreasing mWW . Although suppressed by some orders of
magnitude wrt. the maximum, the peak at mWW ⇠ mZ is remarkable, which is caused by the
resonant Z ! WW ⇤ and Z ! ``⇤/⌫⌫⇤ ! `⌫(W !)`0⌫ 0 contributions in the pp ! µ+e� ⌫µ⌫̄e +X
process. Considering the NNLO/NLO ratios, we find that the corrections are well approximated
by an overall rescaling due to the very similar shapes of the NLO and NNLO result, particularly in
the dominant high-mass region beyond the mWW threshold. More pronounced features are found
in the region around and below the Z peak, where the cross section is, however, suppressed by
several orders of magnitude.
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speaking, the pure scale variation appears to significantly underestimate the uncertainties from
missing higher-order perturbative contributions. The LO and NLO predictions are not consistent
within scale uncertainties, and the same conclusion can be drawn by comparing NNLO with
NLO. This can be explained by the fact that the quark–gluon and gluon–gluon channels open
up only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Nonetheless, the NNLO is the first order at which all
the partonic channels are contributing, and we expect that the NNLO scale dependence should
provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty from missing higher-order contributions. Also the
loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which contributes only at its leading order at O(↵2

S) and thus
could receive large relative corrections, was not expected to break this picture due to its overall
smallness already in Ref. [43]. That conclusion is supported by the recent calculation of the NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon channel [35].

In Figures 4–7 we consider a few di↵erential distributions, still with no cuts applied. Being
based on reconstructed W bosons, these distributions are mainly of theoretical value interest. In
all of these plots we show the respective distribution of the W+W� system at 8TeV (left panel)
and 13TeV (right panel). We compare the absolute predictions at LO (black, dotted), NLO
(red, dashed) and NNLO (blue, solid) in the upper frames, and show ratio plots wrt. the NLO
prediction in the lower frames. Scale bands illustrating the 7-point variation Scale uncertainty
bands, obtained as discussed in Section 3.1, di↵erentially are depicted in both frames. Whereas
we do not show the LO/NLO ratios since the LO result is known to be far o↵, we add. In the
lower frames we also show the ratio of the NLO0+gg prediction (green, dash-dotted) to NLO at
the central scale. The main goal here is to illustrate to what extent the NLO0+gg prediction is
able to approximate the full NNLO result. For the sake of clarity we refrain from putting adding
the NLO0+gg scale uncertainty band. in addition.

The invariant-mass distribution of the W+W� pair in Figure 4 is dominated by the region above
the threshold mWW = 2mW , develops its maximum shortly after and then successively decreases
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WW fully differential at NNLO

fiducial rates (Higgs cuts) 

acceptances (Higgs cuts) 

�fiducial(H�cuts) [fb] �/�NLO � 1
p
s 8TeV 13TeV 8TeV 13TeV

LO 45.923(4)+4.0%
�5.0% 71.164 (7)+7.2%

�8.2% � 4.4% � 2.6%

NLO 48.045(5)+1.9%
�1.7% 73.085 (6)+2.7%

�2.4% 0 0

NLO0 49.318(7)+1.7%
�1.6% 75.578(11)+2.5%

�2.2% + 2.7% + 3.4%

NLO0+gg 53.496(8)+2.0%
�1.5% 85.231(12)+2.5%

�2.5% +11.3% +16.6%

NNLO 52.30(4) +1.6%
�1.0% 82.32(12) +2.4%

�2.6% + 8.9% +12.6%

Table 5: Cross sections with Higgs fiducial cuts at di↵erent perturbative orders and relative
di↵erences with respect to NLO. Scale uncertainties and errors as in Table 2.

✏ = �fiducial(H�cuts)/�inclusive ✏/✏NLO � 1
p
s 8TeV 13TeV 8TeV 13TeV

LO 0.10795 (2)+1.2%
�1.4% 0.09135 (2)+1.5%

�1.7% +40.1% +50.6%

NLO 0.07706 (2)+4.3%
�4.6% 0.06065 (1)+4.3%

�4.5% 0 0

NLO0+gg 0.08157 (2)+3.1%
�3.1% 0.06623 (2)+2.7%

�2.5% + 5.9% + 9.2%

NNLO 0.07575(11)+1.2%
�0.8% 0.06005(14)+1.1%

�0.9% � 1.7% � 1.0%

Table 6: E�ciency of Higgs acceptance cuts at di↵erent perturbative orders and relative di↵erences
with respect to NLO. Scale uncertainties and errors as in Table 2.

the subtracted top contamination in the 5FS is slightly smaller than what was found for W+W�

cuts. It amounts to 5% (9%) at NLO and 6% (11%) at NNLO.

Similarly to the case of W+W� cuts, genuine O(↵2
S) corrections have a significant impact on

the acceptance e�ciency: At
p
s = 8 (13)TeV the NNLO prediction lies roughly 8% (10%) below

the NLO0+gg result, which exceeds the respective scale uncertainties. While the relative size of
higher-order e↵ects on the Higgs-cut e�ciency is almost identical to the one found for W+W�

selection cuts, the absolute size of the acceptance e�ciencies is much smaller. In the case of Higgs
cuts it is almost a factor of three lower, primarily due to the stringent cut on the invariant mass of
the dilepton system.

Di↵erential distributions with Higgs cuts applied are presented in Figures 16–23. In general,
they behave in a similar way as for the case of W+W� cuts discussed in Section 3.3. However, a
few observables are quite sensitive to the additional cuts that are applied in the Higgs analysis.
Most notably, the distribution in the azimuthal separation of the charged leptons in Figure 16
exhibits a completely di↵erent shape as compared to Figure 8. In particular, it features an
approximate plateau in the region 0.4  ��ll  1.2. The NNLO corrections with respect to the
NLO distribution at

p
s = 8 (13)TeV range from about +13% (+18%) at small ��ll to roughly
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S) corrections have a significant impact on

the acceptance e�ciency: At
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s = 8 (13)TeV the NNLO prediction lies roughly 8% (10%) below

the NLO0+gg result, which exceeds the respective scale uncertainties. While the relative size of
higher-order e↵ects on the Higgs-cut e�ciency is almost identical to the one found for W+W�

selection cuts, the absolute size of the acceptance e�ciencies is much smaller. In the case of Higgs
cuts it is almost a factor of three lower, primarily due to the stringent cut on the invariant mass of
the dilepton system.

Di↵erential distributions with Higgs cuts applied are presented in Figures 16–23. In general,
they behave in a similar way as for the case of W+W� cuts discussed in Section 3.3. However, a
few observables are quite sensitive to the additional cuts that are applied in the Higgs analysis.
Most notably, the distribution in the azimuthal separation of the charged leptons in Figure 16
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approximate plateau in the region 0.4  ��ll  1.2. The NNLO corrections with respect to the
NLO distribution at

p
s = 8 (13)TeV range from about +13% (+18%) at small ��ll to roughly
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WW fully differential at NNLO

inclusive: distributions
d�/dmWW [fb/GeV] µ+e-�µ�� e(inclusive)@LHC 8 TeV
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WW fully differential at NNLO

Higgs background cuts: distributions (13 TeV)
d�/d��ll [fb] µ+e-�µ�� e(H-cuts)@LHC 13 TeV
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[Grazzini, Kallweit, Rathlev, MW '16]
WZ cross section at NNLO

!

!

!

!

!
!
first computation of NNLO corrections to WZ	

no loop-induced gg component at NNLO	

access to trilinear gauge coupling ➞ relevance for BSM physics	

in principle: same two-loop amplitudes as for off-shell WW                      
[Gehrmann, von Manteuffel, Tancredi '15]	

HERE:  only inclusive cross section (minimal cuts on reconstructed Z mass)	

BUT:  computation in principle ready for off-shell WZ with decays           
(amplitudes with different-mass vector bosons already in on-shell case)
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WZ cross section at NNLO

Huge radiative corrections due to 
approximate radiation zero	
!
~63-83% NLO corrections	

~8-11% NNLO corrections

NNLO corrections nicely improve 
agreement with data at 7 and 8 TeV	

slightly worse for 13 TeV CMS        
(large uncertainties)	

NEW: well agreement with [ATLAS '16]

[Baur, Han, Ohnemus '94]
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Huge radiative corrections due to 
approximate radiation zero	
!
~63-83% NLO corrections	

~8-11% NNLO corrections

NNLO corrections nicely improve 
agreement with data at 7 and 8 TeV	

slightly worse for 13 TeV CMS        
(large uncertainties)	

NEW: well agreement with [ATLAS '16]
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NEW



M. Wiesemann 	   (University of Zürich) MATRIX: a fully-differential NNLO process library August 16, 2016

Summary
MATRIX:	

tool for fully-differential NNLO(+NNLL) computations	

CURRENTLY:  closed beta	

SOON:  public release	

large list of 2→1, 2→2 Higgs and vector-boson processes	

including various fully-differential EW decays	

pT resummation automated in same framework (first application: WW, ZZ)	

NNLO corrections for all vector-boson pair processes COMPLETED:	

WZ with large radiative corrections due to approximate radiation zero	

WW fully-differential NNLO cross section	

NLO'+gg good approximation of NNLO, when jet veto applied	

BUT:  significant NNLO corrections on fiducial acceptances	

AND:  additional shape effects by genuine NNLO corrections
20



M. Wiesemann 	   (University of Zürich) MATRIX: a fully-differential NNLO process library August 16, 2016

Outlook

NNLL pT resummation for all available NNLO processes	

fully-differential NNLO cross section for WZ production	

NLO QCD corrections to loop-induced gg channel of diboson processes	

NLO EW effects for dedicated processes	

LONG TERM:  heavy-quark pair production at NNLO

21





Thank You !
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matching: FO+resummation
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NNLO+NNLL resummation	
for ZZ and WW 
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WW fully differential at NNLO
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Figure 1: Dependence of the pp ! µ+e�⌫µ⌫̄e cross sections at 8TeV on the qT subtraction cut,
rcut, for both NLO (left plots) and NNLO (right plots) results in the inclusive phase space (upper
plots), with W+W� signal cuts (central plots) and with Higgs cuts (lower plots). NLO results are
normalized to the rcut-independent NLO cross section computed with Catani–Seymour subtraction,
and the NNLO result normalized to its value at rcut ! 0, with a conservative extrapolation-error
indicated by the green bands.

I don’t think it is needed. Also, the referee could ask why we don’t plot logarithmically. }

At NNLO, where an rcut-independent control result is not available yet, we observe no significant
rcut dependence below about rcut = 1%; we thus use the finite-rcut results to extrapolate to rcut = 0,
and conservatively assign an additional numerical error to our results due to this extrapolation.
We note that this procedure allows us to control all NNLO predictions to inclusive and fiducial
cross sections presented in Section 3 well below the level of two per mille.

Based on these observations, the value rcut = 0.25% was adopted for the calculation of the
di↵erential observables presented in Section 3. We have checked that a smaller value rcut = 0.1%
leads to predictions in full statistical agreement, thus confirming the robustness of our results also
at the di↵erential level.

8

stability of rcut= pT/mWW dependence

[Grazzini, Kallweit, Pozzorini, Rathlev, MW '16]



WW fully differential at NNLO

inclusive: distributions (8 TeV)
d�/dpT,WW [fb/GeV] µ+e-�µ�� e(inclusive)@LHC 8 TeV
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[Grazzini, Kallweit, Pozzorini, Rathlev, MW '16]
WW fully differential at NNLO

WW signal cuts: distributions (8 TeV)
d�/d��ll,�� [fb] µ+e-�µ�� e(WW-cuts)@LHC 8 TeV
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